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Outline of the webinar

From visitor studies 
to digital audience 
research

Evaluating in-gallery 
digital engagement

Online engagement:

Quantitative methods

Qualitative methods

Information about 
benchmarks and 
resources



Visitor Studies

• Recording visitor numbers since the 19th century

• Few studies in the first half of the 20th century

• Surveys since the 1960s

• Bourdieu and Darbel, L’amour de l’art, published in France in 1969 
(English translation 1991)

• 1990s: social scientists and learning theorists criticise the prevailing 
quantitative approach, arguing for more qualitative research in order 
to better understand visitors’ construction of meanings in museums



Understanding museum learning

‘Museums are no better at imparting information than other places’, 
but their strength is in giving ‘people an experience of the real thing 
such that a desire to know more ensues. Museums can be 
phenomenally successful in terms of increasing motivation to learn, in 
enabling people to discover and develop new passions, in making a 
previously mundane set of facts suddenly come alive and become 
meaningful’

(Hooper-Greenhill, 1999, p.1)



Falk and Dierking: 
The contextual model

Personal Context

Social ContextPhysical Context

Museum
experience

• prior knowledge and experience; 
• subsequent, reinforcing 

experiences; 
• motivation and attitudes; 
• culture and background; 

• social mediation
• Museum staff
• Other visitors 

• design and 
presentation



Museum experiences over time

Image from Falk and 
Dierking



Identity and the museum 
visitor experience (Falk 
2009)

‘the long-term meanings created by 
visitors from their time in the museum 
are largely shaped by short-term 
personal, identity-related needs and 
interests rather than by the goals and 
intentions of the museum's staff’ 

(Falk, 2009, p.35)



Visitor studies methods

• Questionnaires

• Unobtrusive/Participant observations

• Interviews

• Focus groups

• Eye-Tracking

• Maps

• Which can be done before, during, after the visit.



Example from my research

My PhD (Manchester, 2015):
• What is the impact of public 

perceptions of archaeology on 
museums?

• How do museum narratives and other 
media narratives interact in shaping 
the public understanding of the past?

• How are museum professionals’ and 
visitors’ practices and experiences 
influenced by diverse narratives of 
archaeology?



Unobtrusive Observations

• Sitting in a corner and not interacting with 
visitors

• Tracing itineraries
• Noticing comments and ways of navigating

the space
• Progressive sampling of areas of interest



‘[these are] traditional motif, they are 
still worn in India and Pakistan’

IDENTITIES IN A MULTICULTURAL SOCIETY

Participant Observation: visiting together, and 
paying attention to what the visitor does, what he 
looks at, his/her comments, etc. 



Audience research: segmentation frameworks

• A method used to evaluate visitors, mostly linked to funding and policy/impact 
evaluation
• E.g. DCMS Performance Indicator Guidance for museums and galleries (DCMS, 2014): 

‘access’ (i.e. number of visits to the museum and to its website); ‘audience profile’ (i.e. 
number of visits by under 16 and by overseas residents); ‘learning and outreach’ (number of 
visits by school groups and under 18 participating in a museum activity); ‘visitor satisfaction’ 
(percentage of visitors who would recommend the visit, evaluated on a Likert scale); 
‘income generation’ (from admissions, trading, and fundraising); ‘regional engagement’ 
(evaluated according to the number of loans).

• Audience segmentation is the process of dividing people into groups, depending 
on set characteristics.

• In the case of museums, frameworks look at:
• Demographics
• Motivation to visit
• Cultural habits



Audience Agency: The audience spectrum profile



Another example: Culture Segments, 
by Morris Hargreaves McIntyre



Understanding museum visitors

• Aims of visitor study for a 
museum:
• Marketing?

• Evaluation for funders?

• Evaluation of learning outcomes?

• Evaluation of well-being impact?

• How does a specific 
programme/exhibit compare to 
others?

• Evaluation of digital VS 
analogue?

• …

Social and cultural values of museums

University of Leicester, 2016

https://le.ac.uk/rcmg/research-archive/engaging-with-museums-1


What about digital engagement? 



Museum applications

Rijksmuseum: children 
in 2014; a version of 
the app (2018v)



Evaluating on site engagement

• User experience
• Is it easy and pleasant to use?

• Is it well integrated with the museum visit?

• Analytics 
• How many downloads of the app? (or access via mobile web) 

• Usage of the app: how many users? for how long? how many sections did they see? 
how many used it repeatedly?

• Visitor study (e.g. questionnaires; prompting comments; observing them in 
the galleries; user testing)

• Press and media

• Social media reactions



What about online audiences? 



Analytics



Analytics in museums

Excellent presentation (by Elena Villaespesa and Brian Alpert): https://www.slideshare.net/elena_culture/analytics-tune-up-
insights-and-methods-to-achieve-a-manageable-approach-to-google-analytics

The Smithsonian’s Dashboard 
(https://www.si.edu/dashboard) shows data 
about:
- Research
- National Collections
- Public engagement

Here you find website visitors and social 
media engagement:
https://www.si.edu/dashboard/public-
engagement#website-visitors

- People & Operation (staff)

https://www.slideshare.net/elena_culture/analytics-tune-up-insights-and-methods-to-achieve-a-manageable-approach-to-google-analytics
https://www.slideshare.net/elena_culture/analytics-tune-up-insights-and-methods-to-achieve-a-manageable-approach-to-google-analytics
https://www.si.edu/dashboard
https://www.si.edu/dashboard/public-engagement#website-visitors
https://www.si.edu/dashboard/public-engagement#website-visitors


Twitter analytics

Overview 
for each 
month



Data for 
each 
tweet

Impression is the number of time a post has 
reached someone timeline. It doesn’t mean 
they actually looked at it (= they had it on 
their timeline, who knows if they actually 
saw it)

Engagements include click on 
tweet (e.g. to see photos), 
click on links, likes, retweets



Using bitly links



Audience research and digital visitors

“Understanding how to gather, 
analyse and interpret audience 
data is therefore becoming 
essential to developing effective 
audience engagement strategies” 

(NESTA & ACE 2019: 9)



Data-intensive 
audience research

→Culture Metrics project 
research: data cultures and 
the need of just ‘data’ rather 
than ‘big data’  (Arvanitis, 
Gilmore, Florack, Zuanni 
2016)

→Data-driven research (e.g.
mining TripAdvisor and 
analyzing data with NLP), big 
data benchmarks and AI, 
experimental dashboards



Social Media Strategies

• What is my identity?
• Which is the best media to promote my identity?

• Who is my audience? 
• On which platform do I find it? Which habits does it have?

• Choice of platform
• Content planning

• What am I talking about?
• How often?
• Which type of style do I use?

• How do I answer/react to users’ comments
• Crisis management plan
• Interacting with the public, evaluating, improving the 

strategy



Broadcasting

Engaging

Audiences

Museum

Dissemination

Letting go

Encouraging everyone to share

Encouraging target groups to share

Platforms for debates

News, events

Networking for museum professionals

‘Out of control’

Data mining and audience evaluation

Public as 
spectator

Public as 
creator

In conversation 
with the public?



Studying social media audiences

• Digital ethnographies, as a way to observe the experience of online
users – through observations, online interviews, and other qualitative 
methods

• Data science as a way to gather big data about our audiences and
analyse patterns or specific phenomena



The case of the spinning statuette



Data collected:
• 15000+ tweets
• 600+ newspapers articles, 

youtube and blogs
• 2800+ comments below articles



Tweeting the Daily Mail
86 geolocated tweets out of 91 tweets

Commenting on the Daily Mail
1227 geolocated comments out of 1273

The Daily Mail 
example: different 

platforms, different 
users



Content analysis

A thematic analysis:
- Identification of key 

themes
- Development of a 

coding book (list of 
themes and their 
descriptions)

- Tagging of content 
according to themes

- E.g. ‘Popular culture’, 
i.e. posts in which the 
users drew on pop 
culture content to 
engage with the event



Some social media research questions

• How do we engage audiences via social media? 

• Are social media data valid for an objective audience evaluation?

• Can web and social media data help us to understand our visitors and their 
experiences in the museum?

• How are expertise and participation understood and performed on social 
media?



Who is participating? The case of MuseumWeek2016

http://museumweek2016.org







From Zuanni, C. 2017. Italian Museums 
and Twitter: an analysis of Museum 
Week 2016. Archeostorie. Journal of 
Public Archaeology. 1. Available at: 
www.archeostoriejpa.eu/2017_4c

- Socialising
- Event (on the day)
- Exhortation (to visit)
- Museumweek
- Reflection on museumweek
- Marketing
- ’the museum’
- Off topic

http://www.archeostoriejpa.eu/2017_4c


How are social media data constructed?

Database
Server 

Software
Client 

Software
SubjectAPI(s)



Social Media APIs

• The API is the access point to the database

• There is not only one API, there are a series of APIs, each one 
allowing access to a different dataset/action on the platform

• Have two main ‘modes’ of operating:
• GET

• POST

• The data are mostly in JSON format (JavaScript Object Notation)



Twitter
Database

Twitter
Server

Maria’s 
phone

MariaAPI(s)

I look at feeds on 
my laptop.

My Fb browser application 
make e.g. posts ’readable’ 

on the screen.

Fb Database Fb Server
My 

laptop
MeAPI(s)

Fb browser requests my  
feeds to the Fb server 
(with its proprietary 

software).

Fb retrieves the data from its 
database, where data are 

organised according to Fb’s 
choice of ‘categories’ and 

‘structures’.

She types a post 
on her phone.

The Twitter app 
‘represents’ this data to 

the Twitter API.

The API ‘decides’ 
which data are being 

sent to Twitter.

Twitter stores this data 
in its own structures and 

formats.

GET

POST



In Research: Data Collection from e.g. Twitter

Twitter
Database

Twitter
Server

Phone 
App

USERAPI(s)

Web 
browser

Web scrapingHarvesting from 
API

RESEARCHER

Google 
API(s)

e.g. TAGS

My
Dataset

Analysis

*coding skills 
needed *coding skills 

needed



Social Media Mining
• Twitter: 

• API was ’easy’ to mine (for up to 1500 tweets OR tweets from the last 7 days), but recent changes have 
restricted access; 

• Until recently there were existing tools (some still working, but long-term is not guaranteed); 
alternatively R or Python packages

• Facebook:
• Posts on public pages and public groups with data science methods (e.g. R)

• Personal pages and private groups no (ethical)

• Instagram:
• Terms of Use in 2017 explicitly protecting users’ privacy, hence it is impossible to get an API key for data 

mining purposes

• Since Dec. 2018 the endpoint is the Facebook Graph API, so collection is more difficult via API 

• Alternatives are web scraping methods

• Terms & conditions of the platforms; national legislation; GDPR; and ethics need to be 
respected



Representativeness of data sample in social 
media

1. Demographic bias: a platform users do not represent a population

2. Completeness: the data we get will never be complete and we do not 
know what % of the full dataset they are

3. Unclear provenance: we do not know how they have been ‘selected’ and 
how they fit within the full database (“Black box” effect)

4. Observations range: 
• If going through the API: the metadata, their structure, and their format have been 

decided by the platform, not us

• If web scraping: still, the platform might not collect the type of information we want

Importance of clear research questions and objectives



To conclude:

• ‚Traditional‘ visitor studies methods can be adapted and used for
researching in-gallery digital engagement

• Analytics on websites and platforms offer useful snapshots for
understanding the success of an initiative

• Digital ethnographies are qualitative methods to observe online 
users‘ experiences

• Data-science methods are the most promising, but require training
and specialists. Still, collaboration with researchers has proven
successfull in revealing digital audiences‘ experiences



Thanks for your attention!

Email: chiara.zuanni@uni-graz.at

Twitter: @kia_z
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